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This White Paper will be updated regularly, and the information is subject to change. The statements 
contained herein should not be construed as a commitment relating to the future availability of services 
related to the use of the tokens.

MetaOne® is a registered trademark. See Appendix #1 for our Legal Structure.

Participating in the blockchain-based project involves a high degree of risk.You should carefully consider 
the risks described below, together with all information contained in this White Paper before making the 
decision to participate.The following risks entail circumstances under which, the business, financial 
condition, results of operations and prospects could suffer.Participating in the project is subject to the terms 
and conditions stipulated.This White Paper is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of offers to purchase any 
securities.This White Paper is not a prospectus under any applicable laws and regulations. Copies of this 
White Paper may not be sent to jurisdictions, or distributed in or sent from jurisdictions, in which this is 
barred or prohibited by law.

The information contained herein shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, in 
any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation would be unlawful prior to registration, exemption from 
registration or qualification under the securities laws of any jurisdiction. This document and the information 
contained herein are not for publication, distribution or release in or into (directly or indirectly) into the 
jurisdiction in which the publication, distribution or release would be unlawful.

This White Paper may contain specific forward-looking statements, e.g., statements including terms like 
“believe”, “assume”, “expect”, “forecast”, “project”, “may”, “could”, “might”, “will” or similar expressions. Such 
forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which 
may result in a substantial divergence between the actual results, financial situation, development or 
performance of MetaOne and those explicitly or implicitly presumed in these statements. No information in 
this White Paper should be considered as business, legal, financial or tax advice. You should consult your 
own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser. You should be aware that you may be required to 
bear the financial risk of any participation for an indefinite period of time. You must seek your own tax 
advice in connection with participation in the project, which may result in adverse tax consequences to you, 
including withholding taxes, income taxes and tax reporting requirements.

Public Blockchain Network. The public blockchain network and side-chains are prone to periodic 
congestion during which transactions can be delayed or lost. Individuals may also intentionally spam the 
network or side-chains in an attempt to gain an advantage in purchasing cryptographic tokens. High Risk of 
Contribution. You understand the high-risk nature of participating and are (i) able to afford an entire loss 
thereof and (ii) in no current need of liquidity with respect thereto.
 
Token Security. MetaOne Tokens may be subject to expropriation or theft. Hackers or other malicious groups 

DISCLAIMER

or organisations may attempt to interfere with the Token Contract in a variety of ways. Furthermore, because 
the public blockchain network and the side-chains rest on open source software, there is the risk that smart 
contracts or side-chain components may contain intentional or unintentional bugs or weaknesses which may 
negatively affect or result in the loss. In the event of such a software bug or weakness, there may be no 
remedy and participants are not guaranteed any remedy, refund or compensation.
Suitability of the Underlying Technology. The suitability of the technology on which the Company will rely 
could decline due to a variety of causes. Unfavourable developments of the technology could adversely affect 
the functionality.

Changes to the Game Platform. The Platform is still under development and may undergo significant 
changes over time. Although Company intends for the Platform to have the features and specifications set in 
this white paper, Company may make changes to such features and specifications for any number of reasons. 
The development and operation of the Platform may be delayed for several reasons, including, but not limited 
to, lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of commercial success or prospects, or departure of 
key personnel.
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In 2021, the online game Axie Infinity proved that a new kind of gaming model—play-to-earn—had the 
potential to disrupt the entire gaming industry. The model is simple: by combining blockchain, crypto assets, 
and gaming, it’s possible for gamers to earn crypto assets that can then be converted into fiat currency. 
After Axie’s success, it didn’t take long for the number of play-to-earn games to skyrocket. So much so that 
the model was given its own crypto-themed moniker: GameFi.

There are limits to GameFi expansion. Low game quality and unproven economic models have so far 
plagued the industry, but will be resolved as more game developers, gamers, and investors enter the 
space. To prepare GameFi for sustainable growth, however, the immediate problems of high barriers to 
entry for new players, manual guild management, and lack of actionable GameFI insights for investors need 
to be addressed. The best way to do that is through a unified platform that brings all GameFi stakeholders 
together in an organised and mutually beneficial manner.

At its core, MetaOne is a comprehensive enabler and force multiplier for the GameFi space. By combining 
analytics, guild management, NFT asset management, and investment opportunities into a single platform, 
MetaOne offers an unparalleled level of transparency and functionality for all of the stakeholders in the 
GameFi ecosystem.

MetaOne is not designed to compete with guilds or game developers, but rather to empower them with data 
and tools to increase their revenue potential. Specifically, we want to simplify the transition to GameFi for 
gamers, provide valuable data-driven insights, ensure GameFi NFT assets are handled in “high-assurance” 
mode, and become GameFi’s largest app store/STEAM equivalent.

MetaOne is made up of talented individuals across Asia. We bring deep practice experience in traditional 
game development and publishing, data analytics, and blockchain development. Our investors include 
Infinity Venture Partners, YGG SEA, Algorand Foundation, Pillar Ventures, Froyo Games, Enjinstarter, 
lucidblue, All-In Ventures, Sea Pixel, and Xverse.

The foundation of our revenue model is to capture the value running through our smart contracts, including 
NFT asset leasing and staking, and to charge a membership fee for access to a higher tier of features. 
Initially, all booked revenue will be denominated in USDC.

The MetaOne token ($METAONE) is the native token of our ecosystem. It will be launched initially as a 
BEP-20 token on Binance Chain. Aside from investment, distribution will be handled through an Initial DEX 
Offering (IDO) and an LP bond mechanism. Utility is predicated on incentivising holders to keep their tokens 
instead of speculating on price movements. This includes staking, access to our premium NFT passes, and 
governance. The token generation event is planned for Q4 2022.

We have already launched our live beta platform, onboarded 27 GameFi titles, 36 GameFi game guilds, 
and 120 traditional game guilds, and deployed our asset management smart contracts on 4 chains. We 
plan to officially launch the platform in Q3 2022.

summary
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In 2021, the online game Axie Infinity proved that a new kind of gaming model—play-to-earn—had the 
potential to disrupt the entire gaming industry. The model is simple: by combining blockchain, crypto assets, 
and gaming, it’s possible for gamers to earn crypto assets that can then be converted into fiat currency. 
After Axie’s success, it didn’t take long for the number of play-to-earn games to skyrocket. So much so that 
the model was given its own crypto-themed moniker: GameFi.

The potential for disruption is real. On one hand, some 40% of the world’s population plays video games. 
Serious gamers, those that play more than 10 hours a week, make up 10% of that total. On the other hand, 
the traditional gaming model—play-to-win—has become somewhat outdated in the face of GameFi. 
Traditional games are closed-loop ecosystems where players invest their time, effort, and money to earn 
rewards that can only be used in the game or sold on informal secondary markets.

GameFi enables monetisation by design, both in terms of the rewards earned for playing and the future 
value potential of the in-game non-fungible token (NFT) assets. The requirement of NFT assets as a means 
to play GameFi games has also produced meaningful opportunities for those who owned the assets: leasing 
them to gamers who could not afford to buy them outright. This has become known as the scholarship 
system.

It was around this scholarship concept that game guilds began proliferating. By bringing gamers together, 
not only could NFT assets could be pooled and leased at scale, but earning potential could be optimised. 
Scholars even had the potential to level up and become NFT asset lenders themselves.

Finally, with the integration of decentralised finance (DeFi) concepts such as staking, liquidity provision, and 
borrowing, gamers are able to use their GameFi assets to access a variety of decentralised financial 
services. It’s this piece that will ultimately accelerate wealth accumulation and begin levelling the economic 
playing field.

Limits to GameFi Expansion
While the potential of GameFi is clear, some obstacles remain before the model begins to truly disrupt the 
gaming industry. 

Low Game Quality
Perhaps the key factor preventing the mainstream adoption of GameFi is the low quality and complexity of 
games compared to their traditional counterparts. The first play-to-earn games were created by crypto 
entrepreneurs, not by traditional game developers. So while these games may have been successful as 
crypto-based projects, the gaming experience in terms of complexity, engagement, storytelling, and 
graphics was simply not good enough to attract traditional gamers.

INTRODUTION

or organisations may attempt to interfere with the Token Contract in a variety of ways. Furthermore, because 
the public blockchain network and the side-chains rest on open source software, there is the risk that smart 
contracts or side-chain components may contain intentional or unintentional bugs or weaknesses which may 
negatively affect or result in the loss. In the event of such a software bug or weakness, there may be no 
remedy and participants are not guaranteed any remedy, refund or compensation.
Suitability of the Underlying Technology. The suitability of the technology on which the Company will rely 
could decline due to a variety of causes. Unfavourable developments of the technology could adversely affect 
the functionality.

Changes to the Game Platform. The Platform is still under development and may undergo significant 
changes over time. Although Company intends for the Platform to have the features and specifications set in 
this white paper, Company may make changes to such features and specifications for any number of reasons. 
The development and operation of the Platform may be delayed for several reasons, including, but not limited 
to, lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of commercial success or prospects, or departure of 
key personnel.
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Unproven Economic Model 
As Axie Infinity grew in tandem with a prolonged bull run across the crypto industry, news stories spread 
about the level of earnings in the Philippines and Indonesia. When the bull run ended and the SLP price 
dropped from $0.36 to $0.01, questions were raised about the sustainability of the play-to-earn economic 
model as a whole. The situation became so acute that Axie announced it would be reforming its economic 
model to, among other things, control inflation. This has been seen as a positive step for the industry as a 
whole, while at the same time we’re seeing projects like The Sandbox and Alien Worlds offer more refined 
and, hopefully, sustainable economic models.  
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KEY CHALLENGES

The broader issues of game quality and economic uncertainty will resolve themselves as more game 
developers, gamers, and investors enter the space. To prepare GameFi for sustainable growth, however, 
there are immediate problems and challenges that need to be resolved.

High Barriers to Entry for Traditional Gamers
To get started with a typical GameFi title, traditional gamers first need a wallet for the blockchain used by 
the game, then they need to purchase the in-game NFTs required to play the game. In Axie Infinity, this 
process involves multiple blockchains, an Axie Infinity account, and 3 NFTs that can cost upwards of 
$1,000. As gamers accrue earnings in the title’s native crypto token, they can use a crypto exchange to 
convert their earnings to fiat currency.

Each of these steps is subject to transaction fees, and there is always the risk of crypto-token volatility. 
Generally speaking, the expense, complexity, and time required is a major deterrent for traditional gamers. 
Given the sheer number of traditional gamers out there, it’s critical that they be given as seamless an 
onboarding experience to GameFi as possible.

Guild Management Remains a Manual Process
To maximise earning and scholar opportunities, gamers have organised themselves into guilds. New 
gamers can lease in-game NFTs from the guild’s pool in exchange for a share in revenue, while 
experienced gamers can quickly and profitably try out new games. The largest guilds have thousands of 
players and earn millions of dollars in revenue. 

What’s missing are platforms that allow guilds to manage their players, revenues, and rewards. This makes 
tracking player performance, distributing winnings, and tracking in-game assets very cumbersome. To 
support scalable growth, guilds need these tools to be user friendly, streamlined, and insightful.
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Lack of Actionable GameFi Investment Insights
Investors of all sizes are lining up to get into GameFi, either by investing in GameFi developers or guilds. 
Estimates put the total investment in GameFi at over $1 billion. On the surface, it appears that these 
investments are being made based on a combination of hype, basic on-chain data, and number of users.

What’s not readily available are granular insights about specific title and guild performance, how value is 
flowing through the space, and which games have the best-performing economic models. These kinds of 
actionable insights will allow investors to make better decisions and, over time, bring more money into 
GameFi.  

The Opportunity
GameFi is fundamentally a more attractive model for most gamers as it provides additional layers of utility, 
such as integration with decentralised finance and metaverses, beyond competition and enjoyment. With 
thousands of gamers already demonstrating the success of play-to-earn gaming and hundreds of millions of 
investment dollars flowing into the space, it’s only a matter of time before play-to-earn becomes the 
dominant model in the fast-growing $200 billion gaming industry.

With the space growing so quickly and haphazardly, what’s missing is a unified platform that brings 
stakeholders together in an organised and mutually beneficial manner.
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The Metaone Platform

At its core, MetaOne is a comprehensive enabler and force multiplier for the GameFi space.
 
By combining analytics, guild management, NFT asset management, and investment opportunities into a 
single platform, MetaOne offers an unparalleled level of transparency and functionality for all of the 
stakeholders in the GameFi ecosystem. Most importantly, MetaOne takes an agnostic approach to 
blockchain networks, meaning that it can support any blockchain used within GameFi.

MetaOne is not designed to compete with guilds or game developers, but rather to empower them with data 
and tools to increase their revenue potential. Specifically, we want to simplify the transition to GameFi for 
gamers, provide valuable data-driven insights, ensure GameFi NFT assets are handled in “high-assurance” 
mode, and become GameFi’s largest app store/STEAM equivalent.

An Inclusive GameFi Ecosystem
As gamers ourselves, we understand the importance of building an ecosystem from which allstakeholders 
can derive value. This inclusive approach is the key to a stronger whole. The alternative—a siloed model 
where stakeholders must fend for themselves—would be disastrous for an industry that prides itself on 
levelling the economic playing field.

MetaOne brings value to all the key stakeholders in the GameFi Space: Gamers, Game Guilds, GameFi 
Studios, and Investors. 

Game Guilds
Game guild owners benefit from MetaOne’s tailored guild management interface. They can onboard their 
gamers, easily stake and lease in-game NFTs, manage payroll, track gamer performance, and quickly 
transition to new GameFi titles.

Gamers
MetaOne is designed to make seamless the transition from traditional gaming to GameFi. On a single 
interface, gamers can start earning quickly, choose between hundreds of game guilds to join, lease in-game 
assets, understand the earning potential of various titles, track their performance, and earn rewards

GameFi Studios
We give GameFi studios the opportunity to connect to MetaOne via our proprietary API. This allows GameFi 
titles to stream data directly to our platform. As more titles integrate, MetaOne can become a comparison 
tool for studios to understand the success of their titles against others on the platform. GameFi studios 
connected to MetaOne also have the added advantage of using the platform as a marketing tool.
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Retail Investors
With data streaming in from GameFi studios, MetaOne will develop a suite of analytics and insights to help 
investors make data-driven investment decisions. This not only applies to large investors, but retail 
investors as well. Additionally, investors can use the platform to stake their in-game NFTs in exchange for a 
share in gamer earnings.
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Key Features
The MetaOne platform offers a number of key features to provide value to ecosystem stakeholders:

Insights and Analytics 
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Our insights and analytics feature directly solves the lack of actionable information in the GameFi space. It 
provides clear, large-scale data on players and in-game NFTs across games.

Each stakeholder benefits from this feature:

●  I nvestors can see which titles and in-game assets offer the best ROI at any given time

●  GameFi studios can better understand how their titles compare against others in the ecosystem

●  Gamers can easily identify which games have the best earning potential 

●  Guilds can track gamer performance, understand earning potential of titles and in-game NFTs, and  
    compare themselves with other guides.              

Examples of granular insights and analytics:

●  Player earnings per hour, broken down by game

●  Guild and gamer rankings

●  Guild earnings over time

●  Gamer win ratios and earnings

●  Title and NFT ROI

●  Gamer, guild, and title rankings

13



Game guilds are a key component of any successful gaming ecosystem. They create economies of scale 
that can’t be achieved by individual gamers. Our guild management feature is designed to provide 
seamless management for guilds across any number of titles, specifically:

●  Onboard and train gamers
●  Manage players and teams
●  Optimise resource distribution
●  Manage revenue streams 
●  Automate payroll
●  Assess earnings from each game 
●  Monitor player and game performance
●  Access gamer pool
●  Leverage the NFT asset management feature
●  Transition to new titles

14
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NFT Asset Management

In-game NFT assets are used extensively in GameFi titles. Many titles require that NFTs be purchased just 
to participate in the game. As mentioned, this can make some titles prohibitively expensive for some 
gamers. Asset leasing within game guilds, therefore, has become critical to the growth of GameFi, as has 
asset staking by investors looking for yield.

Our NFT asset management feature enables:

●  Guilds to aggregate their NFTs from across titles and make them available to scholars for leasing

●  Investors to stake their NFTs for leasing based on ROI predictions provided by our analytics feature,  
    while setting the duration and revenue share of the lease

●  Gamers to lease NFTs with a click of a button and have the revenue share calculated automatically

Our NFT asset management feature solves the general problem of asset leasing and staking being 
conducted on informal secondary markets without any consumer or investor protections. 
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Gamer Dashboard 

Gamers are the engine of the MetaOne platform, so we want to give them access to a unified 
dashboard that gives them access to performance analytics, GameFi titles, in-game NFT leasing, and guild 
selection.

Specifically, gamers can:

●  Transition quickly to GameFi using our “Register, Analyse, Comprehend, Earn” onboarding model

●  Track earnings and performance across multiple titles

●  Know which titles provide the best ROI

●  Join games simply by linking their wallets 

●  Lease in-game NFTs without the need for upfront capital expenditure

●  Trade, lend, and monetise their NFT assets 

●  Connect with other gamers and game guilds
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We have built a proprietary API that allows GameFi developers to integrate directly with our platform. 
Integration serves four primary purposes:

● Allows the GameFi studio’s titles to be accessible by gamers on our platform

● Enables a stream of gamer performance data that provides the foundation of our data-driven insights and 
   analytics

● Automates VPN connectivity for gamers accessing titles in restricted areas

● Provides a content management system (CMS) for GameFi studios to add custom content about their 
    titles

17



How It Works
The following diagram describes how the different stakeholders interact with the MetaOne ecosystem:

GameFi Studios
GameFi studios start by integrating with our API, then use our CMS functionality to create guides and other 
promotional materials before officially launching the games on our platform. As gamers start playing the 
games, performance data then flows to MetaOne to be consumed by the other stakeholders in the 
ecosystem. At this point, GameFi studios can also run promotional events like gamer activation programs.

Game Guilds
Once registered, guild masters can invite gamers to populate their guild and import NFT assets for their 
scholar program. As gamers begin playing games, guild masters can use our platform tools to manage 
every aspect of their guild, from NFT-based asset leasing and payroll to performance and bonuses. Most 
operations are automated thanks to our multi-chain smart contracts

GameFi Titles
Gamers

Guilds

Retail Investors

Data

NFT Assests

Value

Perfomance Data

Earnings

Play games

Insights and Analytics

NFT Assets NFT assest
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Yield
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Gamers
After being invited to MetaOne by a guild, gamers play the GameFi titles integrated with our platform and 
lease NFT assets in exchange for a percentage of their earnings. Those gamers not already part of a guild 
can use MetaOne to find a guild.

Investors
Investors are the ultimate beneficiaries of platform activity. They get access to a diverse array of 
data-driven insights around GameFi-title and guild performance to help them make investment decisions. 
Some investment opportunities, such as NFT-based asset staking and direct investment in game guilds, will 
be presented to investors directly on the platform. If investors are not in possession of NFTs, they will be 
redirected to marketplaces where such NFTs can be purchased.

See Appendix #2 for specifics about the user journey of each stakeholder.

Platform Architecture
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Core Team

MetaOne is made up of talented individuals across Asia. We bring deep practice experience in traditional 
game development and publishing, data analytics, and blockchain development.

KL, Head of Business 
Development
16 years of experience across 
healthcare and commercial 
FMCG, including roles with
L’Oreal and Philips Healthcare.

Nora, CMO
12 years of experience in sales 
and marketing, including time at 
a large global crypto exchange. 
She now has her sights set on 
the GameFi industry.

Marrtin, CEO
25 years of experience in ICT, 
cloud computing, mobile games, 
and blockchain. Led Virgin Group 
China, British Telecom China, 
IBM, and Netdragon 
International. Founder of just4fun 
Pte Ltd, gamebees.gg, and 
advisor to the Asia Blockchain 
Gaming Alliance’s secretariat 
office.
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Leo, CIO
Worked as the CIO of a regional 
city commercial bank in China 
which made investments in 
science and technology and 
Southeast Asian internet 
companies, and was committed 
to exporting innovative 
technology products to Southeast 
Asia, the Middle East, Turkey, 
and other markets.

Joe, Head of 
Blockchain
Early blockchain evangelist and 
investor and initiator of D-LAB 
Digital Asset Laboratory. 
Founding partner of BP Capital 
and lead developer of multiple 
DeFi projects.

Chung, Head of 
Creative
Veteran creative consultant and 
brand director with a diverse 
local and international portfolio. 
Former group brand director of 
Star Media International, chief 
designer of Lifestyle Retreats 
and BlockStar, and brand 
consultant of Singapore's 
National Day Parade.

Leon, Head of Global 
Guild 
Former marketing director of 
Centaline Real Estate, 
co-founder of Internet marketing 
platform Fang Xiaoer, and 
marketing director of Haozu.com 
in the southeast region.
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John, Head of 
Platform
More than ten years of 
experience in mobile internet 
and IoT platform research and 
development. Led the 
construction of several 
large-scale global Internet 
platforms in first-tier 
companies,covering over 100 
million users in China,the Middle 
East, and Southeast Asia.

James, GameFi Lead
16 years of experience in game 
development. Founded a game 
project team that expanded from 
1 to a team of 100 people in 4 
years.



Advisors

Brian Lu
Founding Partner at Infinity 
Ventures Crypto (IVC) and 
a Partner at Headline Asia

Chris C
Venture partner at IVC and 
a core member of Curve 
Finance, PleasrDAO and 
SweeperDAO.

Roland Ong
Serial entrepreneur with 
more than 20 years of 
experience in the video 
game industry.
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Zhang Fan
Former co-founding manager 
partner of Sequoia Capital 
China and director at DFJ 
ePlanet Ventures.

Eugene Ng
Former head of BD at 
Gemini APAC and founder 
of subscription-based 
drinks app, Chug.

Charlie Hu
Former WOW game guild 
leader, Head of China and 
SEA for Polygon, and 
current Polkadot Chinese 
ecosystem builder.

Prakash 
Somosundram
CEO of Enjinstarter and 
Head of Acceleration at XSQ 
Global.



Investors

MetaOne is thrilled to have a diverse set of investors on board as we empower the GameFi ecosystem.

Intern
Ventures

Big Success
Global Limited
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Business Model

Our business model is based on creating a virtuous circle for game guilds, GameFi developers, and 
investors across the GameFi ecosystem. The primary goal is to provide GameFi investors with the insights 
they need to invest in and grow the ecosystem. We do not intend to compete with existing stakeholders, but 
rather to facilitate their growth so that everybody wins.

Our business model is based on creating a virtuous circle for game guilds, GameFi developers, and 
investors across the GameFi ecosystem. The primary goal is to provide GameFi investors with the insights 
they need to invest in and grow the ecosystem. We do not intend to compete with existing stakeholders, but 
rather to facilitate their growth so that everybody wins.

Strategy
Initially, our strategy will focus on laying the foundation for GameFi investment. It starts with onboarding as 
many traditional gaming communities and GameFi titles as possible. This will allow us to build a 
comprehensive trove of GameFi data because we can track the performance of individual gamers, game 
guilds, and the GameFi titles themselves. With the data in place, our predictive AI algorithms will be able to 
help investors make more profitable investment decisions.

Integrate GameFi Studios
For game guilds to derive value from MetaOne, we need to integrate existing titles from GameFi studios 
with our platform. We have made this process seamless with our SDK, and as the number of onboarded 
game guilds increases, so too will the incentives for GameFi studios to integrate.

We have already integrated 27 titles and are looking to add an additional 50+ GameFi titles in the coming 
months.

Onboard Existing Game Guilds
In parallel, we want to onboard both GameFi and traditional game guilds as a way of attracting GameFi 
studios. We have onboarded 36 GameFi guilds and 120 traditional game guilds. At an average of 500 
gamers per guild, this adds up to a total of 60,000 gamers. With this volume of guilds and gamers, we will 
be able to build the datasets necessary to attract GameFi studios and retail investors (crypto communities). 
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Provide Seamless Transition to GameFi for Traditional Gamers
As GameFi continues to grow in popularity, traditional gamers will find it increasingly difficult to resist the 
profit potential of games like Axie Infinity and Alien Worlds. We understand, however, that the barriers to 
GameFi are higher than those of traditional games. There are new concepts to learn, such as blockchain, 
cryptocurrency, and the metaverse, and a different economic model to understand. 

We have built MetaOne to make the transition experience as simple as possible. Using our proprietary 
fast-track system, we guide gamers through the entire process, from setting up a blockchain wallet and 
registering with our platform, to training in a virtual environment and selecting a game guild.

Offer Actionable Insights to GameFi Retail Investors
and Crypto Communities
With game guilds and GameFi studios onboarded and actively using the platform, we will be in a position to 
offer the insights needed by GameFi retail investors to make data-driven investment decisions. We want to 
present the top-performing game guilds to investors and then facilitate direct investment either through 
tokens or staking NFT-based assets.

In the future, we can also use our data to build an index fund of GameFi tokens, using DeFi solutions such 
as TokenSets, that periodically rebalances based on the performance data we collect. This will give retail 
investors exposure to GameFi without having to invest in specific game guilds or GameFi titles.

Marketing
Our marketing efforts form a core part of our go-to-market strategy. We have identified the key 
stakeholders of the GameFi ecosystem and developed custom tactics to bring each into our ecosystem.

Target Audiences
The GameFi ecosystem has a number of key stakeholders. Our goal is to provide value to each of them in 
order to expand the ecosystem as a whole.

GameFi Game Guilds
GameFi game guilds have exploded in number over the past year and should continue to grow as the 
play-to-earn GameFi model matures. We estimate that there are hundreds of GameFi game guilds already 
operating, with more added each day. Our messaging to these guilds will centre around the advantages of 
our “game guild as a service” and the potential for future investment.
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Traditional Game Guilds
Traditional game guilds are those that exist outside the GameFi ecosystem. We estimate that there are 
thousands of these guilds in existence. In targeting these guilds, we will highlight both the benefits of 
GameFi and the ease in which they can make the transition.

Gamers
There are more than 3 billion gamers worldwide, 1.5 billion in Asia alone. We plan to target two types of 
gamers: those already participating in GameFi and those outside of the space. For those already in 
GameFi, we want to promote the number of titles and guilds already on our platform. For those outside 
GameFi, we want to take the same approach as we do for traditional game guilds: benefits of GameFi and 
ease of transition.

Investors
As GameFi grows, so too do the number of investors looking to profit from this growth. The current level of 
investment stands at around $3.7 billion in 2022, primarily a result of investments in GameFi studios. By 
targeting investors with data-driven insights, we hope to rapidly increase the level of investment, especially 
at the grassroots level. 

GameFi Studios
Along with GameFi guilds, GameFi studios are central to the growth of the space. Currently, there are an 
estimated 1,400 blockchain games developed by hundreds of studios operating across a number of 
different blockchain networks. We plan to promote the benefits of integrating with our platform, with a 
specific focus on access to an ever-expanding stable of gamers. 

Tactics
In order to reach each of our target audiences, we will employ the following marketing tactics:

Joint Ventures
We believe partnerships are a key tool for community building and expansion. In a short period of time, we 
have already successfully signed JV agreements in the Korean, Kenyan and Cambodian markets. Similar 
agreements in Indonesia, Dubai, Japan, and Taiwan are currently in the pipeline as we continually look to 
expand into new geographies.
 
The goal is simple: to ensure a seamless onboarding experience for a country’s traditional gaming 
communities by localising the MetaOne platform. Over time, as the country’s GameFi scene matures, new 
game guilds will be formed and onboarded directly to the MetaOne platform to grow alongside existing 
guild masters.
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Social Media
Aside from being active on the usual social media networks such as Facebook and Twitter, we will launch a 
TikTok channel to provide engaging content that resonates with our audiences. We will talk about 
MetaOne’s revenue module, GameFi insights, our focus on improving GameFi gaming and its user 
experience, and emphasise that MetaOne is the platform for all things GameFi.

Revenue Model
The foundation of our revenue model is to capture the value running through our proprietary, multi-chain 
smart contracts. Initially, all booked revenue will be denominated in USDC. As MetaOne grows, we will 
provide the option to conduct some of the platform’s economic activity, at a discount, in the MetaOne token.

GameFi Asset Leasing
Given that one of the primary benefits of game guilds for gamers is the ability to borrow the NFT-based 
assets needed to play the games, we will charge 5% for all leasing transactions in our NFT asset 
management system. As gamers will pay USDC to lease the assets, leasing fees will be paid in USDC.

GameFi Asset Staking
Investors will have the opportunity to lend their NFT-based assets to game guilds in exchange for a 
percentage of the yield. As these transactions run through our smart contracts, we will charge 5%. As staker 
earnings are paid out in USDC, staking fees will be paid in USDC.

Annual Memberships
As MetaOne provides significant value to gamers, game guilds, GameFi studios, and investors, we will 
charge them an annual membership fee according to their role. Renewals will be offered at a discount.
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The $METAONE Token

The MetaOne token ($METAONE) is the native token of our ecosystem. It is a governance token that will 
be launched initially as a BEP-20 token on Binance Chain. It is not intended to be a speculative investment 
instrument, however we do see $METAONE’s value mirroring the potential growth of our ecosystem.

Minting & Distribution
Aside from the tokens sold during private sales, we will offer two primary ways of minting and distributing 
$METAONE, with the goal of always keeping demand for the token higher than its supply.

Initial DEX Offering (IDO) and Initial Exchange Offering (IEO)
Using a token price of $0.15, we will create a BUSD/$METAONE liquidity pool with 300,000 BUSD and For 
the IDO, assuming a token price of $0.15, we will create a BUSD/$METAONE liquidity pool with 300,000 
BUSD and 2,000,000 $METAONE in initial liquidity. After the IDO, liquidity providers will be able to provide 
liquidity to the pool in exchange for a share of exchange fees.

We will use PancakeSwap on Binance Chain to conduct the IDO.

For the IEO, we will work with a leading exchange to distribute $METAONE.

MetaOne Bonds
MetaOne bonds will act as the official minting and distribution mechanism for $METAONE after the IDO. 
We will encourage retail and crypto investors initially–and later gamers–to purchase MetaOne bonds at a 
discount of between 5% and 10%. Of the USDC gained from the bond sale, half goes to the purchase of 
$METAONE and half is added to the $METAONE/USDC liquidity pool along with the purchased 
$METAONE.

An example:

Symbol $METAONE 

Total Fixed Supply 1 billion 

Type BEP-20 governance token 

Token Generation Event Q4 2022 
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$METAONE initial price 0.15 

Bond price 0.14 

Value of bond purchased 100,000 

Latest $METAONE price 0.2 

USDC volume in liquidity pool 400,000 

$METAONE volume in liquidity pool 2,000,000 

$METAONE generated 714,285 
 
The $METAONE price used at the time of a bond sale will be the token price in the PancakeSwap pool at 
that moment.  

All tokens purchased using this method will have a 60-day cliff, at which point they can be withdrawn from 
the platform and sold on the open market. During the vesting period, however, the tokens can be used for 
platform activities such as NFT purchases.

We will integrate bond purchases directly into the platform so that all users will be able to buy $METAONE 
at a discount with a single click.

Utility
$METAONE’s utility is predicated on incentivising holders to keep their tokens instead of speculating on 
price movements. This includes staking, access to premium NFT passes, and governance. 

Staking
At the foundation of $METAONE utility is staking. Similar to Curve Finance, our mechanism is built on the 
principle that value is conferred only after holders stake their tokens for a specific time period. In our case, 
stakers will not receive $METAONE rewards but rather “veTokens” up to a maximum of 100 times the 
staked $METAONE. The rate at which veToken is released is determined by two factors, the base rate and 
the acceleration rate.
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Staked $METAONE Base rate 1 Day 10 Days 100 Days 365 Days 

100 0.000003215020576 28 278 2778 10000 

1000 0.000003215020576 278 2778 27778 100000 

Day Staked Metaone Token veToken Minted 

0 100 0 

15 105 833.333333 

30 110.25 1708.333333 

45 115.7625 2627.083333 

60 121.550625 3591.770833 

150 162.8894627 10481.57711 

The first time users stakes $METAONE, they receive an accelerated rate of veToken (2x) for 15 days. In 
order to continue with the same acceleration rate, they will need to stake more than 5% of their existing 
stake amount.

veToken
With veToken in hand, holders can stake their veTokens to get access to various benefits.

veToken is non-transferrable and can only be used for staking in our smart contract. All veToken exchanged 
back for $METAONE will be burned.

Yield
Stakers will earn a share of the profit generated from membership fees and asset leasing transactions. To 
dynamically calculate the pool APY, we will consider the total amount of staked veToken and the time period 
of each individual stake. 
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NFT Pass Series Quantity Release Date Price 

1 20,000 Active users* >= 10,000 TBDTBD  

2 40,000 Active users* >= 400,000 TBD  

3 60,000 Active users* >= 1 million TBD  

All yields will be paid in USDC.

Voting
Once the MetaOne platform DAO is established, veToken will be required to exercise voting rights. 1 
veToken will equal 1 vote.

Governance
We intend to create a decentralised autonomous organisation (DAO) to administer the MetaOne platform 
once our community is established. At the beginning, only some decisions will be made by the DAO, but the 
goal is to eventually move most of the decision making to it in order to create a truly open and democratic 
platform.

MetaOne NFT Pass
Our MetaOne NFT passes will act as a lifetime membership to the platform, entitling holders to membership 
benefits and other special privileges. Passes will be available in limited quantities to all users of our 
platform. We will release them according to the following schedule:

*Active users is defined as the total number of guilds, gamers, and retail investors with a paid membership 
on the MetaOne platform.

At least 50% of the proceeds from NFT sales will be burned. The rest will be returned to the treasury.

General Benefits
We will give NFT pass holders benefits both on the platform and off. Specifically:

●  Increased farming yield (2x) for $METAONE and veToken stakers

●  Priority access to activities conducted on the platform by GameFi studio partners, such as blind-box  
    discounts and game-first experiences.
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●  All platform membership benefits

● Free admission to the annual MetaOne Carnival

Role-Specific Benefits
Pass holders also get benefits depending on their role.

Guilds
●  Earn reward points for task completion and performance

●  Rebates from GameFi studios for gamer activations

●  In-game discounts

●  Access to token and NFT airdrops and pre-sale whitelisting

●  Full access to guild analytics management tool, including real-time data about guild members

●  Share of profit when guild members use MetaOne’s staking and leasing services

Gamers
●  Earn reward points for task completion and performance

●  Rebates from GameFi studios for gamer activations

●  In-game discounts

●  Access to token and NFT airdrops and pre-sale whitelisting

●  Full access to analytics and insights

Retail Investors
●  Full access to analytics and insights

●  Access to token and NFT airdrops and pre-sale whitelisting
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$METAONE Allocation

Investment Schedule
We will distribute 20% of the tokens according to the following investment schedule:

The 1 billion tokens will be allocated as follows:

Token Price  Volume Raise Valuation 

$0.02 60 million $1.2 million $20 million 

Private Round 1 $0.05 40 million $2 million $50 million 

Private Round 2 $0.10 80 million $8 million $100 million 

IDO $0.15 20 million $3 million $150 million 

  Total 200 000 000 $14 200 000

Seed

Round



Seed Round
Our seed round closed on March 2022 with a total of $1.2 million in investment.

Private Rounds
The private sale will target VCs and other large investors who wish to invest in the growth of MetaOne and 
GameFi. We also want to give game guilds, GameFi studios, and eSports teams the opportunity to have a 
stake in our platform so that they can share in the success of the ecosystem.

Initial DEX Offering (IDO) / Initial Exchange Offering (IEO)
To provide retail investors and gamers with the opportunity to invest in MetaOne, we will conduct an IDO on 
PancakeSwap and an IEO on a leading exchange.

Quarterly Burns
We will explore the use of quarterly token burns as a way to control the inflation of $METAONE and, over 
time, increase scarcity. 
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Lock-up conditions will be baked into the token smart contract. Once lock-up periods are complete, token 
holders will have the opportunity to lock their tokens on the platform in exchange for profit share.

Allocation Lock-up Unlock on TGE 

Seed -
 3 million 

Private Round 1 10% on TGE, then 12-month lock,
then monthly vesting over 15 months

5% on TGE, then 12-month lock, 
then monthly vesting over 12 months

 4 million 

Private Round 2 30% on TGE, then 12-month lock,
then monthly vesting over 18 months 8 million 

IDO/IEO 

10% on TGE, plus 10% release on 
3rd month, 10% release on 6th 
month, 10% release on 9th month, 
10% release on 12th month, 10% 
release on 15th month, 10% release 
on 18th month, 30% release on 24th 
month 

2 million 

MetaOne Foundation Cliff, treasury, partnership program 
for JV partners  

Founding/Management Team 12-month cliff, vesting monthly over 2 
years  

Advisors 12-month cliff, vesting monthly over 2 
years  

Community Locked for farming  

Marketing 6-month cliff, vesting over 3 years 
(TBD)  

 

Token Lock-up
As seed and private sale investors, along with the MetaOne team, will control a majority of the tokens 
immediately after the token generation event (TGE), we have devised a lock-up strategy to ensure that 
large token holders will not be able to dump their tokens.

The lock-up details for each allocation are as follows:
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Roadmap

We will work according to the following roadmap:

Completed Milestones (June 2022)
● Live beta site launched

● 27 GameFi titles onboarded

● 36 GameFi game guilds onboarded

● 120 traditional game guilds onboarded

● Asset management smart contracts live on 4 chains

Next 18 months
● Official platform launch (Q3 2022)

● Token generation event (Q4 2022)

● Constantly onboard guilds, gamers, and GameFi studios

● Enhance platform features to make them more interactive for all stakeholders

● Add new metrics and parameters for in-game analytics

● Secure partnerships for platform localisation to expand regional growth 

● Increase token utility such as gamer and guild staking based on their performance 

● Collaboration with potential partners on MetaOne NFT pass

● Stage MetaOne GameFi Expo
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The Metaone Foundation  aims to build a  comprehensive Gamefi enabling and Game Guilds as a Service 
Platform via its wholly owned subsidiary company; Metaone Global Inc.

The beneficiaries of Metaone Foundation are the holders of the Metaone Tokens, which are issued by 
Metaone Global Inc.

Operationally, Metaone Global Inc obtains software and platform development, management and operation 
services from Metaone Pte Ltd. (Singapore). Metaone Global Inc owns the Metaone Platform which is 
developed and managed by Metaone Pte Ltd for and on its behalf. The Metaone Platform uses two 
proprietary software components that are licensed by a third party software licensor - these licences are 
held by Metaone (Cayman).
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Appendix #1
Legal Structure
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Appendix #2
Platform User Journeys

Gamers
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Guild Masters



GameFi Studios
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Retail Investors (NFT Owners)
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